Directing the ground reaction forces to a focal point above the centre of mass of the whole body promotes whole body stability in human and animal gaits similar to a physical pendulum. Here we show that this is the case in human hip-flexed walking as well. For all upper body orientations (upright, 25°, 50°, maximum), the focal point was well above the centre of mass of the whole body, suggesting its general relevance for walking. Deviations of the forces' lines of action from the focal point increased with upper body inclination from 25 to 43 mm root mean square deviation (RMSD). With respect to the upper body in upright gait, the resulting force also passed near a focal point (17 mm RMSD between the net forces' lines of action and focal point), but this point was 18 cm below its centre of mass. While this behaviour mimics an unstable inverted pendulum, it leads to resulting torques of alternating sign in accordance with periodic upper body motion and probably provides for low metabolic cost of upright gait by keeping hip torques small. Stabilization of the upper body is a consequence of other mechanisms, e.g. hip reflexes or muscle preflexes.
Introduction
Habitual bipedalism has evolved multiple times in several different animal orders. Two highly successful Effect of virtual pivot point (VPP) height. The trunk represents the mass of the whole body; the legs are massless. If the VPP is above the centre of mass (CoM), then the ground reaction force (GRF) results in torque τ = r·GRF (r, perpendicular distance between the line of action of the GRF and the CoM; GRF, magnitude of GRF) that counteracts the rotation of the trunk away from the hip-centre of pressure (CoP) axis (a, negative feedback). If the VPP is below the CoM, then the GRF enhances rotation away from the hip-CoP axis (b, positive feedback). Notably, the direction of the feedback is independent from the magnitude of the GRF. Note that the angle relevant for the feedback, α rel , is measured between the trunk and the hip-CoP axis (dotted line).
species which have individually evolved bipedalism are birds and, with significantly shorter bipedal history, early hominids [1, 2] . In contrast to quadrupeds, one central problem in understanding the success of bipedal gait is how the whole body can be stabilized when only two legs support it. Moreover, bipedal species must balance the heavy upper body (whole body without legs). Using simplified models of the locomotion system, researchers have investigated the neural, mechanical and neuro-mechanical mechanisms that may have facilitated the evolution of bipedalism [3, 4] . The detail of the model depends on the research question. For example, the bipedal spring-mass model (a point mass supported by two massless leg springs) can be used to predict the global dynamics (ground reaction forces (GRFs) and centre of mass (CoM) movement) of both human [5, 6] and avian walking [7] . Replacing the point mass with a rigid body (a trunk that comprises the whole mass of the body and possesses the mass moment of inertia; figure 1), Maus et al. [8] suggested that humans stabilize walking by directing the GRFs to a point above the CoM of the whole body. They termed this point the virtual pivot point (VPP) and speculated that its supportive function may have assisted in the transition to erect hominine walking.
More precisely, in the VPP model, a trunk-fixed VPP (i.e. the VPP rotates with the trunk) is the target variable controlling the direction of the GRFs. During stance, hip torques are adjusted in such a way that the GRFs intersect the VPP. Depending on the VPP location, this can lead to a negative or a positive feedback of the GRFs on the relative trunk angle, i.e. the angle measured between the trunk and the hip-centre of pressure (CoP) axis (figure 1). Provided the VPP is above the CoM, then hip torques tend to decrease deviations between the trunk and hip-CoP axes (figure 1a, negative feedback). This negative feedback stabilizes the VPP model for upright [8] and for pronograde gait [9] . If however the VPP is below the CoM, then hip torques tend to increase deviations between the trunk and hip-CoP axes (figure 1b, positive feedback).
Interestingly, using a bipedal spring-mass model with a trunk, it has been shown that an approximate VPP can emerge purely from mechanics by introducing hip springs [10] , and an exact VPP can result from leg force feedback adjusting the stiffness of hip springs [11] . It is however not clear whether the VPP is a target variable in the control of human walking, or whether a VPP emerges from other neural control mechanisms (e.g. reflexes) using other target variables (e.g. upper body orientation). In both cases, such control loops would work in combination with mechanics (e.g. preflexes [12] ) and feed-forward control. The occurrence of a VPP in humans and other animals [8, 9, 13] may be due to a long process of neuro-mechanical adaptation. However, the feasibility of locomotion is not assumed to be dependent on the intersection of the GRFs in a point above the CoM [14] . Thus, it might be expected that if the body mechanics are strongly perturbed-for example, by inclining the heavy upper body forward in human walking, leading to an altered operation of the legs' extensor-flexor system [15] and a changed relation between body kinematics and kinetics [16, 17] -GRFs would not pass similarly close to a VPP or might even not intersect at a point at all.
Independent of the question of cause and effect, walking simulations with the VPP model resulted in partially stable upright walking [8] and stable pronograde locomotion [9] . This means that the model can stabilize its posture if GRFs intersect in a body-fixed VPP. However, in upright walking, the fluctuations of the model's trunk pitch angle were opposite to the upper body angle of humans [14, 18, 19] . This sheds some doubt on the relevance of the VPP concept for upper body stability in human upright walking. Because of the legs' mass, the force acting on the upper body is different from the GRF. Hence, a VPP of a GRF is not sufficient to understand the angular motion of the upper body. To assess whether the upper body is stabilized like a physical pendulum (similarly to the whole body), it is necessary to test whether the lines of action of the equivalent force (replacing resulting hip force and torque) acting on the upper body pass near a focal point (FP) and whether this point is located above the centre of mass of the upper body (CoM UB ).
Therefore, the purpose of this study was twofold: (i) to investigate whether GRFs approximate a VPP in human walking with an atypical forward-bent upper body and compare its position and quality with regular upright walking, and (ii) to test whether the equivalent force acting on the upper body passes near a FP and to determine whether it is located above the CoM UB .
Methods
Ten subjects (mean ± s.d., age: 26.0 ± 3.7 years, mass: 65.2 ± 5.7 kg, height: 169.5 ± 4.8 cm) took part in this study. All of them walked at a self-chosen constant speed along a 12 m walkway with two consecutive force plates in its centre (Kistler, Winterthur, Switzerland). The GRFs were sampled at 1000 Hz. After normal upright walking, the subjects walked with a 25°(TI25), 50°( TI50) and maximally inclined upper body (TImax; figure 2). While there was no comparison for TImax, upper body target angles in TI25 and TI50 gaits were compared visually with adjustableheight cardboard templates by a second examiner prior to performing each trial and during gait along the walkway [16] . The subjects accomplished eight trials where consecutive contacts were on individual force plates.
Reflective markers were placed on the distal head of the fifth metatarsal bone, on the lateral malleolus, epicondylus lateralis, trochanter major, posterior superior iliac spine, acromion process, lateral humeral epicondyle and distal radius on both sides of the body, as well as on the L5 and C7 processus spinosus. All trials were recorded with eight cameras (240 Hz) of a threedimensional infrared system (MCU 1000; Qualisys, Gothenburg, Sweden) and synchronized with force data acquisition.
Kinetic and kinematic data were analysed using custom written Matlab code (The Mathworks, Inc., Natick, MA, USA). GRFs were normalized to subject body weight (BW). The raw kinematic data were filtered with a third-order low-pass Butterworth filter at a 50 Hz cut-off frequency [20] . At touchdown (GRFs exceed 0.02 BW), we calculated the upper body inclination (the angle enclosed by the line through L5 and C7, and the vertical [21] ) and the positions of the CoM and CoM UB . The vertical and horizontal motion of the CoM (which comprises the whole body segments) and the CoM UB (which comprises the forearm with hand, the upper arm, and the trunk with head segments) were determined by the body segmental analysis method [22] . The locations of the segmental CoMs were determined from the positions of the markers that were Experiments and associated changes in the location of the centre of mass of the whole body (CoM) and the upper body (CoM UB ), and the virtual pivot point (VPP). Subjects walked along a walkway with two integrated consecutive force plates with four different trunk inclinations (upright, black; 25°(TI25), green; 50°(TI50), blue; maximal upper body inclination (TImax), red). In human upright walking, the CoM is above the hip and below the CoM UB , and the CoM UB and VPP locations coincide. In walking with an inclined upper body, the CoM and CoM UB shifted anteriorly and inferiorly (shown here for TImax) relative to the hip. The VPP (ellipses; main axes equal two times standard deviation) shifted in the same directions, but was less pronounced. (Online version in colour.) placed on the body. Body mass segment fractions were based upon data from Harless [23] , and segmental lengths were from data by Dempster [23] . To determine the VPP, we first subtracted the horizontal and vertical CoM coordinates from the CoP coordinates and drew the scaled GRFs into a CoM-centred coordinate frame aligned with the vertical [8, 14] . The VPP location minimized the sum of the squared perpendicular distances from the VPP to the measured GRF lines of action from 0.1 to 0.9 of stance [14] .
We determined the equivalent force F e (replacing resulting hip torques and forces) that acts on the upper body from literature data of the single support phase of upright walking at a speed between 1.5 and 1.6 m s −1 (data are shown in the Results section). More specifically, F e equals the resulting hip force [24] , and its signed distance relative to the hip is given by dividing the resulting hip torque (the sum of the stance and swing leg torques [8] ) by the force's magnitude. This yielded the location of F e relative to the hip. The FP location minimized the sum of the squared perpendicular distances from the FP to the lines of action of F e during the single support phase. We used four reference frames to calculate the location of the FP: the origin was at the hip or at the CoM UB , and the frames were rotationally fixed to the upper body (using upper body rotation during single support [16] to adjust the coordinates of F e ) and to the world, respectively. We assumed that the hip is 10 cm below the CoM throughout single support. The CoM UB is horizontally shifted by 1.7 cm posterior to these points at the beginning of single support (using the horizontal CoM UB location at touchdown and accounting for upper body backwards rotation by 1.3°in the double support phase [16] ).
In order to compare kinetic and kinematic parameters, we used repeated measures ANOVAs (p < 0.05; SPSS ® , Chicago, IL, USA) with post hoc analysis (Bonferroni correction) to determine statistical differences due to the posture factor (upright, TI25, TI50 and TImax). We performed a one-sample t-test to show that the VPP is above the CoM (separated for each upper body inclination). Table 1 . Kinetic and kinematic parameters. Mean ± standard deviation across all subjects (N) for the investigated kinetic and kinematic parameters: trunk inclination angle at touchdown (trunk angle at TD), walking velocity, minimum and maximum of horizontal (xGRF) and maxima of the vertical ground reaction force (zGRF), the horizontal (x) and vertical positions (z) of the centre of mass of the whole body (CoM) relative to L5, of the centre of mass of the upper body (CoM UB ) relative to the CoM, of the virtual pivot point (VPP) relative to the CoM, the root mean square deviation from the VPP to the measured GRF lines of action (VPP_RMSD), and the spread of GRF lines of action at the height of the VPP. Significant differences from upright walking, 25°( TI25) and 50°(TI50) inclined trunk walking are indicated with 'a', 'b', and 'c', respectively (p < 0.05). For statistical analysis we used repeated measures ANOVAs with post hoc analysis (with Bonferroni correction) and posture as the factor (upright, TI25, TI50 and TImax). 4 . Variability of the virtual pivot point (VPP). For walking with upright (black) and maximal upper body inclination (red) the VPP (mean height including standard deviation (error bars)) was above the centre of mass of the whole body (CoM). Intrasubject variability increased with upper body inclination and inter-subject variability remained rather constant. The horizontal dotted line marks the vertical height of the CoM of the upper body (CoM UB ). Subject order is random. In subject 7 the standard deviation is below the marker size. (Online version in colour.) 
Results
When walking, humans exhibited a VPP for each upper body inclination ( figure 3) . However, the root mean square of the perpendicular deviation (RMSD) from the VPP to the measured GRF lines of action became larger with upper body inclination and increased from 2.5 cm for upright walking to 4.3 mm for TImax (table 1) . The locations of the quantities CoM, CoM UB and VPP for upright walking and walking with maximal upper body inclination are visualized in figure 2 . For all upper body inclinations, the VPP was significantly above the CoM ( figure 4, table 1 ). With increasing trunk inclination, the mean vertical distance between the CoM and VPP showed an increase from 21 cm for upright walking to 27 cm for TImax, but the population inference failed to show a difference ( Assuming that the CoM is 0.1 m above the hip, the CoM UB is 0.31 m above the hip (table 1) . For upright walking, the FP estimate from literature data was 11 cm above the hip (for hip-centred coordinate systems) and 18 cm below the CoM UB (for CoM UB -centred coordinate systems). The horizontal shift was 3.5 cm posterior to the hip for the hip-centred coordinate system and about 2 cm posterior to the CoM UB for the CoM UB -centred frame (table 2, figure 5 ). The RMSD of the equivalent force's lines of action from the FP was 1.7 and 1.8 cm for hip-centred and CoM UBcentred coordinate systems, respectively (table 2). The small upper body rotation (amplitude of 1.5°during single support; figure 5b) had little effect on the FP location (table 2). [26] divided by the magnitude of hip force from [24] during the single support phase yielded the signed distance d of F e from the hip (inset). Here, F e is plotted into a hip-centred coordinate system rotationally fixed to the world. F e points upwards; its coordinates xF e and zF e (difference in axis values of the tip and tail of F e vectors) are plotted in body weight, BW. The focal point (FP) was located 10.8 cm above and 3.5 cm posteriorly to the hip. Upper body angular movement is small, about 1.5°during single support, corresponding to about 1 cm displacement of the centre of mass of the upper body (CoM UB ) relative to the hip. For comparison, the CoM UB location at the beginning of single support is shown. Results are insensitive (cf. table 2) to the chosen reference frame (origin hip or CoM UB ) and alignment (rotationally fixed to upper body or world). (b) Literature data used for the determination of the FP. Hip torques (positive for extension) of stance and swing leg in BW multiplied by leg length in upright stance, l 0 (l 0 was assumed to be 0.9 m) from [8] , the resulting hip force components in BW from [24] , and angular movement of the upper body (α UB ) from [16] . α UB is positive for forward rotation and zero for vertical orientation. Single support corresponds to the interval from 0.1 to 0.5 of the gait cycle [16] .
Discussion
Our results show that, regardless of sagittal upper body orientation, GRFs pass near a VPP in human walking. However, with an increase in upper body inclination, deviations of the GRF vectors from the VPP became larger and the VPP shifted posteriorly relative to the CoM. In contrast to the whole body, the upper body seems not to be stabilized like a physical pendulum in upright walking.
(a) The virtual pivot point is above the centre of mass for all imposed trunk orientations
In human walking, for all different upper body inclinations the VPP was significantly above the CoM ( figure 4, table 1 ). Thus it is theoretically possible that directing GRFs to the VPP is used to regulate the angular momentum of the whole body [8, 9, 14] . Because of this GRF pattern the angular momentum of the whole body oscillates about zero with the step frequency [18, 27, 28] . GRFs pointing towards the VPP generate forward angular momentum from midstance to touchdown of the contralateral leg and thus prepare for pivoting over the foot in the single support phase of the following step. Subsequent to the double support phase (which is related to load transfer), the accumulated forward momentum can be used to elevate the CoM. This benefit of directing the force to a point above the CoM may pertain only to the walking gait due to the presence of inverted pendulum mechanics. However, a VPP has been shown experimentally to occur in other species and in other gaits as well [8, 9, 13] bouncing dynamics dominate, e.g. [29] ). A more general benefit of directing the GRF to a point above the CoM is that this decreases the horizontal acceleration and deceleration compared with GRFs acting along the leg axis [8] , which may contribute to locomotion comfort and safety (reducing the risk of slipping).
(b) Is the virtual pivot point a target variable of control?
Understanding whether a VPP emerges from controlling target variables such as upper body orientation or by using a VPP itself as a target variable of control could be of biomechanical importance (e.g. in the control of robots or assistive devices). In human gait models, it has been shown that a VPP can arise from mechanics using hip springs [10] , regulation of hip stiffness depending on the GRF [11] , or from body dynamics, habitual foot rollover and hip-knee coordination [30] . Assuming an emergent VPP, which might result from tuning of feed-forward signals and control mechanisms like reflexes, more deviations of the GRFs from a VPP might be expected if human gait is challenged by experimentally prescribed, unusual upper body orientations. In accordance with this consideration, the RMSD of the GRF vectors with respect to the VPP increased significantly for TI50 and TImax (table 1) . In TImax, the VPP height was up to 1.8-fold that of upright gait.
Basic features of the observed horizontal VPP shift with trunk inclination can be explained with body mechanics. For maximal upper body inclination, the CoM shifted approximately 11 cm relative to L5 anteriorly. While it might be expected that GRFs would be centred about the CoM in a trunk-flexed gait as in an upright gait, the VPP shifted up to approximately 4 cm posteriorly relative to the CoM in TImax (table 1) . While the ankle torque remains nearly unchanged, the anterior CoM shift induced by upper body inclination corresponds to larger hip extension torques and less flexion torques [26] , leading to a within-step asymmetry of GRFs (figure 3; see also [16] ), with higher forces from touchdown to midstance than from midstance to toe-off. Under such circumstances, smaller and larger lever arms of the GRFs with respect to the CoM, respectively, are required to balance total angular momentum. This can explain the posterior shift of the VPP relative to the CoM. For different imposed upper body angles, the location of the VPP changes relative to the CoM (figure 2).
With increasing upper body inclination VPP height increases with respect to the CoM, but decreases relative to the ground (figure 2). The vertical distance between the CoM and VPP increased from 21 cm on average for upright walking to 27 cm on average for TImax, but the population inference failed to show a difference (table 1, figure 2) . Moreover, the vertical position of the VPP seems to decrease with walking speed (see [8, 14] and our results). Looking at the detailed data (figure 4), the subjects' mean VPP height was located 10-30 cm above the CoM in upright walking at a self-selected speed. This is in approximate agreement with the results observed during upright walking on a treadmill where the VPP was located 5-70 cm above the CoM (at speeds of 0.8-1.7 m s −1 [8] ). It is not easily conceivable how a changing geometric, bodyfixed VPP location may be represented in the central nervous system and how GRFs could be directed towards this point throughout the stance phase in each condition. In conclusion, in our view these are reasons against assuming that the VPP is a target variable of control; rather, we believe that it is the outcome of other regulatory mechanisms.
A VPP is not unique to human walking. Similar observations have been made of other animals, including dogs walking on a treadmill, chickens walking and running over even ground, and quails walking, running and ground running [8, 9, 13] . The idea that the VPP is an emergent property of other regulatory mechanisms does not indicate that its existence and location have no relevance for locomotion.
(c) The focal point of net leg forces is below the centre of mass of the upper body Using ensemble-averaged resulting hip torques [26] and forces [24] of upright walking during the single support phase from the literature, we found that the equivalent force acting on the upper body passed near an FP during the single support phase, but that the FP height (13 cm) was considerably lower than the CoM UB height (31 cm; figure 5 ). This means that the upper body is certainly not stabilized like a physical pendulum, as suggested by the VPP model (which comprises the whole mass of the body in a rigid trunk).
The hip torques of the swing and stance legs counteract each other (figure 5b). Hence, the estimated resulting hip torque calculated from summation of these torques is sensitive to the precise values of these torques. Using inverse dynamics, the error of the calculated torques increases from ankle to knee to hip [31] . This hampers the determination of the FP. In the horizontal direction, the FP is displaced posteriorly relative to the CoM UB (3 cm; figure 5 ). While the overall upper body oscillation is small (1.5°during single support [16] , corresponding to a horizontal CoM UB movement amplitude of less than 1 cm relative to the hip), the upper body rotates forwards during single support and backwards during double support. Because it starts rotating backwards at the end of the swing phase [16] as a result of leg retraction, we would expect positive resulting hip torques in the late stance phase. Hence, we would expect that the equivalent force should shift anteriorly in comparison with our estimate (figure 5a), causing the FP to shift anteriorly and inferiorly as well leading at the same time to a decreased quality of the FP. For more precise statements regarding the quality of the FP and more conclusive results regarding the FP location relative to the CoM UB , a careful inverse dynamics calculation of individual hip torques and forces as well as a larger sample size are required. Nevertheless, we expect that the FP remains below the CoM UB , which highlights the important contribution of other mechanisms in stabilizing the upper body such as postural reflexes at the hip [32, 33] .
In birds, the mechanical situation is very different from humans. Their heavy upper body is oriented horizontally and they have relatively lighter legs than humans [34] . The pronograde posture requires strong extension torques of the stance leg. Consequently, hip forces will be similar to GRFs and the hip torques of the stance leg will dominate the lever arm of the equivalent force. Thus, the FP will be above the CoM UB and their upper body seems to be stabilized like a physical pendulum. These arguments point to a different approach in how the upper body is stabilized in humans versus birds or dinosaurs.
In upright walking, the fluctuations in the VPP model's [8] trunk (which contains the whole body mass) pitch angle were in phase with the whole body angle but opposite to the upper body angle of humans [14, 18, 19] . In contrast to the model's VPP, in human walking the FP is below the CoM UB (figure 5a). Hence, the resulting torque acting on the upper body is in the opposite phase to that of the model and is consistent with the human upper body movement.
Maintaining a FP of net leg forces below the CoM UB would lead to negative feedback when dealing with postural perturbations (figure 1b) that are introduced when tripping or unexpectedly stepping in a hole [21] . In contrast, maintaining a VPP above the CoM (in a coordinate frame that is rotationally fixed to the upper body) would be an appropriate reaction, because that would be associated with increasing the hip torques and restoring upper body posture, as was measured in [35] . Thus, we argue that the FP is not maintained during and after unexpected perturbations and therefore does not represent a control strategy. The FP's location is associated with resulting torques on the upper body of alternating sign, which is suitable for periodic movement, and with hip torques of low amplitude, a strategy that presumably reduces the metabolic cost of upright locomotion. Thus, it seems plausible that the FP location is a consequence of the tuning of the whole musculoskeletal system for efficient gait. Other mechanisms are required for upper body stabilization, e.g. hip reflexes or elastic muscle behaviour [36] .
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